Effects of glutamate on the serotonin-induced responses of vestibular neurons.
The aim of this work was to verify whether and how spontaneous or glutamate(GLU)-induced enhancements of the neuronal firing rate modified the responsiveness of the vestibular neurons to microiontophoretic application of serotonin (5-HT). During experiments performed on anaesthetized Wistar rats the responses to 5-HT applications were studied in neurons of the lateral vestibular nucleus identified by the antidromic activation upon stimulation of the vestibulospinal tract. The magnitude (in percent) of the 5-HT induced excitatory responses decreased (hyperbolic correlation, r = 0.91) when the background mean firing rate was enhanced spontaneously or by long-lasting application of GLU. Even in high-discharging units, the response never changed its sign. The trend to a depression of the response to 5-HT in function of the background discharge was observed when either the enhancement of firing occurred spontaneously and it was induced by an application of GLU, no significant difference (F-test) being found between the two cases. It is concluded that serotoninergic afferents can exert a strong control upon the vestibular neurons when the background activity is depressed, and only a weak influence when the neuronal firing is enhanced by other excitatory afferents. It remains to verify whether the type of interference observed between GLU and 5-HT is specific or can be also detected between 5-HT and other excitatory neuromediators.